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We construct a black-hole spacetime which includes the running of the gravitational coupling in
a self-consistent way. Starting from a classical Schwarzschild black hole, the backreaction effects
produced by the running Newton’s coupling are taken into account iteratively. The sequence, de-
scribed by a simple recurrence relation, flows towards a self-consistent solution that can be derived
analytically. As a key result, if the gravitational renormalization group flow attains a non-trivial
fixed point at high energies, the sequence converges to a “renormalized” black-hole spacetime of the
Dymnikova-type, which is free of singularities.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Wilsonian formulation of the Renormalization
Group (RG) has undoubtedly led to a deeper under-
standing of the concept of renormalization in quantum
field theory. One the most compelling consequences of
the Wilsonian idea of renormalization is the possibility of
constructing a well-defined quantum theory for the grav-
itational interaction within the standard and well-tested
framework of quantum field theory. In fact, although
General Relativity is perturbatively non-renormalizable,
the existence of a non-trivial fixed point [? ] of the grav-
itational RG flow might allow for a safe quantization of
the gravitational field. This idea, first conjectured by
Weinberg [2, 3], paved the way for the so-called asymp-
totic safety scenario for quantum gravity. Starting from
the formulation of a flow equation for the gravitational
interaction [4] based on the modern functional renormal-
ization group (FRG) techniques [6], indications for the
existence of a fixed point underlying the non-perturbative
renormalizability of gravity have been found in a num-
ber of different approximation schemes [7–24], in the case
of spacetimes carrying a foliation structure [25–30], and
also in the presence of matter fields [31–37].
The gravitational quantum effective action is generated
by a shell-by-shell integration of the fluctuating modes of
the quantum gravitational field. Accordingly, quantum
fluctuations modify the effective dynamics of the theory:
the strength of its interaction depends on the energy scale
k at which a phenomenon is observed. Provided that the
asymptotic safety condition is realized, at high energies
the Newton’s coupling scales as Gk ∼ g∗k−2, g∗ being the
UV-value of the dimensionless Newton’s coupling. The
scale-dependent gravitational coupling Gk thus vanishes
at short-distances. Due to this anti-screening behavior,
one would expect substantial modifications to the micro-
scopic structure of the effective spacetime geometry, that
might even acquire fractal properties [38–40].
Since the RG equations describe the running of the ac-
tion with the energy scale, introducing the running of the
couplings in the solutions to a classical field theory allows
for a semi-classical description of the fully quantized the-
ory and a qualitative understanding of its dynamics [41].
Employing this strategy, commonly referenced as RG-
improvement procedure [42–48], the implications of an
anti-screening gravitational coupling have been broadly
investigated. As a key finding, a UV-vanishing dimen-
sionful Newton’s coupling might entail an effective weak-
ening or even avoidance of the classical singularities typ-
ically appearing in cosmological contexts [49–51] and in
the black-hole interior [53–60]. In particular, as pointed
out in [60], the divergence of the classical Kretschmann
scalar inside a Schwarzschild black-hole might be a con-
sequence of the negative mass dimension of the Newton’s
constant.
A technical and conceptual issue in the implementa-
tion of the RG-improvement procedure is to understand
how to construct the energy scale k relates to the typ-
ical length scale of the phenomena under consideration.
While the answer to this question seems obvious in flat
spacetimes, where k ∼ l−1, the same does not hold when
gravity is turned on. An explicit construction of the mass
scale k within semi-classical approaches makes manifest
use of a classical background metric, which is no longer
valid (and even singular) in the strong-curvature regime.
In addition, introducing the scale-dependence of the cou-
plings at the level of the classical solutions, entails a mod-
ification to the Einstein field equations. This modifica-
tion can be encoded in an effective energy-momentum
tensor [61, 62], encoding vacuum polarization effects of
the quantum spacetime geometry [63, 64]. This backre-
action, in turn, modifies the effective spacetime metric
and the cutoff function itself.
The focus of this paper is the construction of an effec-
tive spherically-symmetric black-hole spacetime, where
the running of the gravitational coupling is incorporated
self-consistently by means of an iterative procedure. The
iteration relies on a self-adjusting cutoff, that is inde-
pendent of the initial background metric, and naturally
accounts for the backreaction produced at the level of
the (modified) Einstein field equations. In addition, the
sequence of RG-improvements is described by a sim-
ple recurrence relation, whose fixed-point solution can
be derived analytically. As it will be shown, the run-
ning of the gravitational coupling triggered by quan-
tum fluctuations induces an “effective renormalization”
of the bare spacetime geometry, which dynamically re-
moves the singularity affecting the initial classical met-
ric. Specifically, starting from a (classical) Schwarzschild
black-hole, the sequence of RG-improvements flows to-
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2wards a self-consistent solution that, under the condition
of non-perturbative renormalizability of gravity, is a (reg-
ular) Dymnikova black-hole [65, 66]. The running of the
Newton’s constant in fact generates an effective tension
which opposes and perfectly counterbalances the action
of the classical tidal forces, thus leading to singularity-
resolution.
This Letter is organized as follows: Section II discusses
in detail the problem and introduces the basic formalism.
In Section III we setup an iterative procedure aimed at
finding an effective black-hole spacetime based on a self-
adjusting cutoff. The resulting self-consistent solution is
derived and discussed. Finally, Section IV is devoted to
a summary and discussion of the results obtained.
II. DISCUSSION OF THE PROBLEM AND
BASIC SETUP
The Renormalization Group (RG) provides a tool to
investigate the effective dynamics of a system at any ar-
bitrary energy scale k. This scale sets the “resolution” of
the RG-microscope. Fluctuating modes with momenta
p & k are integrated out, resulting in a scale-dependent
effective action Γk describing the theory in terms of effec-
tive interactions between fundamental “blocks” of linear
dimension ∼ k−1. In the continuum limit k → ∞, the
action functional Γk gives the bare action of the theory,
whilst for k → 0 it reproduces the standard full effec-
tive action. The flow of Γk between these two limits
is described by the Functional Renormalization Group
Equation (FRGE) [67, 68]
k∂kΓk =
1
2
STr
{
(Γ
(2)
k +Rk)−1k∂kRk
}
, (1)
Rk being an infrared regulator. It acts as an effective
mass-squared term, Rk ∼ k2, that decouples the modes
with p & k, from low-energy quantum fluctuations. The
insertion of this regulator into the action at the level of
the functional integral is the key ingredient to perform
a shell-by-shell integration of the fast-fluctuating modes
and therefore to generate the flow of the scale-dependent
functional Γk.
The modifications to the spacetime geometry induced
by quantum effects are to be found by solving the
quantum equations of motion generated by the scale-
dependent action Γk [38]
δΓk
δgµν
[〈gµν〉k] = 0 . (2)
It is important to stress that a given solution 〈gµν〉k
is a (semi-)classical field describing how the quantum-
fluctuating spacetime gµν looks like at the energy scale k:
changing k is equivalent to changing the level of de-
tail of our description of the spacetime under the RG-
microscope [38].
Starting from a classical action, eq. (1) provides the
running of the couplings with respect to the RG cutoff k.
This running qualitatively agrees with the actual vari-
ation of the full quantum theory under changes of the
energy scale [41] and it can be used as a tool to under-
stand what is the impact of quantum fluctuations on the
classical solutions of a field theory. In fact, since the
variation of the effective interactions in Γk is induced
by quantum fluctuations, introducing the running of the
couplings in the classical solutions of a field theory is ex-
pected to effectively mimic quantum effects, and might
give important hints on how the classical solutions are
modified at high energies. This is the basic idea un-
derlying the so-called RG-improvement procedure: the
coupling constants of a classical field theory are replaced
by the corresponding running couplings, giving rise to an
effective description of the quantum theory as a function
of the RG scale k. Subsequently, the energy scale k is
identified with the typical momentum scale of the phe-
nomenon under consideration, e.g. the center-of-mass
energy of a scattering process [69, 70], or the correspond-
ing characteristic length. For field theories on a fixed flat
background, this typical length scale is l ∼ k−1. This
semi-classical method has been widely used in the con-
text of Quantum Field Theory [42–47] and in simple cases
provides a good approximation to the actual quantum
dynamics [48, 71].
Here we want to apply this strategy to investigate the
high-energy modifications to the spacetime geometry of
a classical black hole. As will be soon apparent, the gen-
eralization of the method described above to the case of
gravity is not straightforward. For simplicity, we spe-
cialize to the case of a Schwarzschild spacetime in ingo-
ing Eddington–Finkelstein coordinates. The line element
reads
ds2 = g¯µνdx
µdxν = −f(r) dv2 + 2drdv + r2dΩ2 , (3)
where g¯µν is the classical metric and the lapse func-
tion f(r) is given by
f(r) = 1− 2mG0
r
, (4)
m being the black-hole mass, and G0 being the Newton’s
constant measured at infinity. The classical curvature
invariants, the Ricci and Kretschmann scalars, read
R¯cl = 0 , K¯cl = R¯µνσρR¯
µνσρ =
48m2G20
r6
, (5)
Due to the divergence of the tidal forces K¯cl, the classical
spacetime develops a singularity at r = 0.
The typical momentum scale k of the scattering pro-
cesses occurring in a black-hole spacetime depends on
the distance from the classical singularity. The effec-
tive description (2) of the spacetime dynamics as seen by
an observer moving along a radial geodesic, xµ(τ), and
approaching the black-hole, thus depends on the space-
time point, k = k[xµ(τ)]. In a first approximation, the
metric perceived by the observer is described by the line
3element (3), with the Newton’s constant replaced by its
running counterpart Gk
Gk =
G0
1 + g−1∗ G0k2
. (6)
This scaling relation was derived in [53] by solving the
FRG equations (1) in the Einstein-Hilbert approxima-
tion, with cosmological constant set to zero. Here k = 0
corresponds to the classical regime, where Gk is constant.
In the opposite limit k  MPl, the Newton’s coupling
scales as Gk ∼ g∗k−2, g∗ being the fixed-point value of
the dimensionless Newton’s coupling.
The computation of the quantum-improved metric re-
quires a scale identification k = k(r) which associates the
departure from “classicality” of the spacetime with the
dynamics of the gravitational RG flow: the spacetime is
classical at low energies, k MPl, while quantum correc-
tions are expected to play an important role at Planckian
energies, i.e. in the proximity of the classical singular hy-
persurface r = 0. It is reasonable to assume that k(r) is
a monotonically decreasing function of the radial coordi-
nate r (by symmetry reasons, k cannot depend on other
coordinates). In particular, a natural generalization of
the scale-setting k ∼ r−1 employed in the case of flat
spacetimes [48], might be k ∼ 1/dclass(r) [53, 56], where
dclass(r) is the classical proper distance
dclass(r) ∼ r
3/2
√
G0m
. (7)
Using this identification, in [53] a regular RG-improved
black-hole solution, corresponding to the well-known
Hayward black hole [72], was derived for the first time.
The classical proper distance dclass(r), or any other
scalar quantity providing an effective infrared-cutoff
scale [57], is constructed using the classical background
metric. Accordingly, this construction runs into several
interrelated problems:
• The cutoff scale k2 = g¯µνkµkν manifestly depends
on the initial classical background g¯µν , obtained by
solving the classical field equations. In the strong-
curvature regions, k(x)  MPl, General Relativ-
ity is expected to break down and g¯µν cannot give
an accurate description of the spacetime anymore.
This means that a proper construction of k would
require the knowledge of the effective metric 〈gµν〉k
itself [38], which is a priori unknown.
• The classical spacetime metric g¯µν explicitly de-
pends on the bare Newton’s constant G0. As a
consequence, when quantum-corrections are taken
into account within semi-classical approaches, the
metric is modified by the running of the Newton’s
coupling and the scale setting k = k(r), e.g. eq. (7),
used to derive the RG-improved metric does not
hold anymore.
• Forcing the original black-hole spacetime to be
compatible with the running of the Newton’s cou-
pling induces a modification of the spacetime dy-
namics at the level of the Einstein equation [61, 62].
This backreaction effect has to be taken into ac-
count.
All these points make it clear that the application of the
RG-improvement procedure to gravity requires to con-
struct simultaneously an effective metric 〈gµν〉k(x) and a
cutoff k2 = 〈gµν〉kkµkν built by means of 〈gµν〉k itself.
Starting from the classical metric (3), the aim of the
present work is to implement an iterative procedure that,
relying on a self-adjusting cutoff, takes into account the
backreaction effects produced by the variation of the
gravitational coupling. This will allow us to construct a
self-consistent RG-improved black-hole metric, compati-
ble with a running Newton’s coupling of the form (6).
III. ITERATIVE RG-IMPROVEMENT
PROCEDURE
Let us start from the classical Schwarzschild geome-
try. The structure of the metric is given by the line el-
ement (3) and corresponds to a solution to the vacuum
Einstein field equation with lapse function (4){
Rµν − 12Rgµν = 0
f(0)(r) = 1− 2mG0r
(8)
We now perturb the system (8) by replacing the Newton’s
constant G0 with its running counterpart
G0 → G(r) = G0
1 + g−1∗ G0 k2(r)
, (9)
k(r) being a cutoff function such that k(r) goes to zero
as r → ∞. The latter condition guarantees that the
classical Schwarzschild metric re-emerges in the classical
region, i.e. g¯µν ≡ 〈gµν〉k for k MPl and r  lPl. The
replacement (9) gives rise to a new metric of the form (3),
with lapse function
f(r) = 1− 2mG[k(r)]
r
. (10)
This modified spacetime can be thought of as an exact
solution of the Einstein equations in the presence of an
effective energy-momentum tensor of the form [73]
T effµν = (ρ+ p)(lµnν + lνnµ) + pgµν . (11)
Here lµ and nµ are null vectors satisfying lµnµ = −1,
while the energy density ρ and pressure p are generated
by the variation of the Newton’s constant with the radial
coordinate r [73]
ρ =
mG′(r)
4pir2G(r)
, p = −mG
′′(r)
8pirG(r)
. (12)
4The effective energy-momentum tensor (11) should be
understood as a result of the vacuum polarization ef-
fects of the quantum gravitational field [63, 64]. The
corresponding energy-density ρ can then be interpreted
as an effective quantum-gravitational self-energy. The
quantum system is self-sustaining: a small variation of
the Newton’s constant triggers a ripple effect, consisting
of successive back-reactions of the semi-classical back-
ground spacetime which, in turn, provokes further vari-
ations of the Newton’s coupling. Based on these argu-
ments, the energy-density ρ ∝ ∂rlogG(r) might give a
measure of the strength of quantum effects inside the
horizon, and it can be used to self-consistently con-
struct the cutoff function k(n+1)(r) for n > 1. The RG-
improvement iteration is then formalized as follows.
The step “0” of the iteration corresponds to the classi-
cal Schwarzschild spacetime and is characterized by the
parameters
k(0)(r) = 0 ⇒ G(0) = G0 , T eff(0)µν = 0 . (13)
The first step is defined by the replacement (9), where
k = k1(r) is chosen arbitrarily and serves as an initial
condition to perturb the system (8). Successive steps
of the iterative procedure, n > 1, are defined by the
replacement
G(n) → G(n+1)(r) = G0
1 + g−1∗ G0 k2(n+1)(r)
, (14)
where the cutoff function k(n+1)(r) is constructed as a
functional of the energy-density ρ(n)(r) generated by the
variation of G(r) in the previous step
k2(n+1)(r) ≡ K[ρ(n)(r)] . (15)
The procedure generates a sequence of modified Einstein
equations, admitting solutions of the form (3) with lapse
functions f(n)(r)Rµν −
1
2Rgµν = G(n+1)(r) T
eff (n+1)
µν
f(n+1)(r) = 1− 2mG(n+1)(r)r .
(16)
The running Newton’s coupling at the step (n + 1) de-
pends on the self-adjusting cutoff k(n+1) which, in turn,
is determined by the self-energy density generated by
the variation of the Newton’s coupling at the step n,
ρ(n) ∝ ∂rG(n). As a result, the sequence of RG-
improvements (16) is completely determined by the fol-
lowing recursive relation
G(n+1)(r) =
G0
1 + g−1∗ G0K[G′(n)(r)]
. (17)
Once the functional form of K is specified, and assuming
that the sequence of improvements defined in eq. (16)
converges, a fixed point can be found by considering the
limit n→∞. If this limit exists, the sequence (16) tends
to a metric of the form (3), with a scale-dependent New-
ton’s constant G(r) ≡ G(∞)(r) defined by
K[G′(∞)(r)] = g∗
G0 −G(∞)(r)
G0G(∞)
. (18)
At this point we only need to specify the K-functional in
eq. (15). In the case of the Einstein-Hilbert truncation
with non-vanishing cosmological constant, there exists a
precise relation between the cutoff k and the energy den-
sity appearing in the right-hand-side of the Einstein field
equation. This relation arises from the requirement to
preserve the general covariance of the theory [74]. In the
case at hand, imposing the Bianchi identity does not give
information on the relation (15) and physical arguments
are required in order to understand what is the physi-
cal infrared cutoff k(r). To this end it is crucial to see
how the classical Ricci and Kretschmann scalars (5) are
modified by the variation of Newton’s coupling.
Approaching the classical singularity, the classical tidal
forces increase as ∼ 1/r6 and diverge at r = 0. Quantum-
gravity effects are expected to produce an opposite ten-
sion which overcomes them, and regularizes the space-
time by weakening the resulting quantum-corrected tidal
forces. The energy-density ρ might produce a similar ef-
fect: inside the horizon time and space exchange their
roles, and the effective self-energy-density ρ produced by
the variation of the Newton’s coupling acts like a tension
along the normal to the hypersurfaces r = const [63, 64].
The presence of the effective energy-momentum tensor
in eq. (11) thus results in a balance between the clas-
sical tidal forces and their quantum counterpart. This
is explicitly seen by analyzing the quantum-corrected
Kretschmann scalar
K(n) =
G2(n)
G20
{
K¯cl − 32pi(2 + ω)√
3
√
K¯cl
(
ρ(n)G0
)
+256pi2(2 + 2ω + ω2)
(
ρ(n)G0
)2}
, (19)
where w = w(n)(r) is a dimensionless function, defining
the equation of state p = ωρ of the effective fluid (12).
The strength of the classical tidal forces, described
by K¯cl, is now modulated by the pre-factor G2(r)/G20.
At the same time, K¯cl is counterbalanced by two addi-
tional terms whose magnitude depends on the mass scale
(G0 ρ). Similarly, the tension generated by ρ induces a
non-vanishing curvature
R(n) =
G(n)
G0
{
R¯cl + 16pi(1− w)
(
ρ(n)G0
)}
(20)
The characteristic mass scale (G0 ρ) emerges naturally
in the expressions of the quantum-improved Ricci and
Kretschmann scalars, and could technically act as a scale-
dependent regulator for the bare curvature invariants.
Physically, it is understood as the quantum-gravitational
counterpart of the classical tidal forces K¯cl and might
therefore give information on the strength of quantum
gravitational effects.
5Under these assumptions, the emergent mass scale
(G0 ρ) can be interpreted as an infrared cutoff-function
and we can set
k2 ≡ K[ρ] = ξ G0 ρ , (21)
where ξ is a positive dimensionless constant. Replacing
the constraint (21) into eq. (18) yields
G(∞)(r) =
G0
1 +
ξg−1∗ G20mG
′
(∞)(r)
4pir2G(∞)(r)
. (22)
This differential equation can be solved analytically and
its solution reads
G(∞)(r) = G0
{
1− exp
(
− r
3
rs lcr
)}
, (23)
where rs is the classical Schwarzschild radius, and the
length
lcr =
√
3ξ
8pig∗
lPl , (24)
represents a critical length-scale below which the modifi-
cations induced by the running of the Newton’s constant
become important. Assuming ξ ∼ g∗ ∼ 1 this critical
scale is of the order of the Planck length, lPl [53, 54]. The
first eight steps of the sequence of RG-improvements (16)
and its fixed point solution (23) are shown in Fig. 1.
It is straightforward to see that the resulting met-
ric corresponds to a (regular) black-hole solution of the
Dymnikova-type [65, 66]. Expanding the corresponding
lapse function about r = 0 yields
f(∞)(r) ∼ 1− r
2
l2cr
+ o(r5) . (25)
The running Newton’s coupling G(∞)(r) hence generates
a de-Sitter core [53, 56, 60] characterized by the following
microscopic induced cosmological constant
Λ =
8pig∗
ξ G0
. (26)
It is important to notice that the case g∗ → 0, i.e.
asymptotically-free gravity, would require the running
Newton’s constant G(∞)(r) to be everywhere zero. The
case g∗ → ∞ (no fixed point) would instead imply
G(∞)(r) ≡ G0, and reproduces the classical (singular)
Schwarzschild spacetime. The only non-trivial solution,
namely a spacetime metric that is everywhere regular
and reproduces the classical solution at large distances,
is realized when the fixed-point value of the dimension-
less Newton’s constant is finite and non-zero, g∗ 6= 0, i.e.
when the gravitational RG flow is asymptotically safe.
This finding strengthens the possibility that the pertur-
bative non-renormalizability of gravity and the appear-
ance of singularities in classical General Relativity might
indeed be related [60], and that a proper application of
the RG setup might lead to an effective renormalization
of the spacetime geometry that removes the typical sin-
gularities affecting the classical theory.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work the effects of a running Newton’s cou-
pling on classical Schwarzschild black holes have been in-
vestigated using an iterative renormalization group (RG)
improvement procedure. This semi-classical approach al-
lows to take into account the backreaction produced by
the running of the Newton’s coupling on the cutoff func-
tion and the Einstein field equations at the same time.
Imposing the scale-dependence of the gravitational
coupling at the level of the classical background ge-
ometry causes the appearance of an effective energy-
momentum tensor, encoding vacuum polarization effects
of the (quantum) gravitational field [63, 64]. This results
in a “quantum tidal force” whose intensity is proportional
to the temporal component of the effective stress-energy
tensor, ρ ∝ ∂rG(r). Relating the RG scale to this ef-
fective energy-density leads to a simple recursive rela-
tion which describes how the spacetime metric backreacts
onto the variation of the Newton’s coupling.
Assuming that the sequence of RG-improvements con-
verges, the limiting fixed-point solution is given by a sim-
ple first-order differential equation that can be solved
analytically. Due to a cancellation between the classi-
cal tidal forces, described by the classical Kretschmann
scalar K¯cl, and their quantum counterpart, controlled by
the tension ρ, the resulting “renormalized” tidal forces
are finite and the spacetime is devoid of singularities.
This cancellation is only possible under the condition of
asymptotic safety, i.e. only if the gravitational coupling
approaches an interacting fixed point in the high-energy
limit. In this case the sequence of RG-improvements con-
verges to a black-hole spacetime of the Dymnikova-type
[65, 66]. The running of the gravitational coupling, which
is assumed to mimic quantum-gravity effects, effectively
removes the singularity affecting the classical solution
and, in this respect, induces an effective renormalization
of the bare spacetime geometry.
Interestingly, the appearance of an effective energy-
momentum tensor in the improved Einstein field equa-
tions might be interpreted as the result of new non-
Einsteinian terms in the effective Lagrangian. These
novel terms are due to the effective renormalization pro-
cess induced by including the running of the Newton’s
coupling into the classical field equations. Finding an ef-
fective action which reproduces the modifications found
in the present work would be highly desirable, as it might
give hints for the reconstruction of the quantum effec-
tive action based on the combination of non-perturbative
functional renormalization group technique with results
from causal dynamical triangulation [75]. Finally, an im-
portant question to tackle is the stability of the result
under the introduction of a cosmological constant term:
when the running of the cosmological constant is con-
sidered, the scale-setting k = k[ρ(r)] is entirely dictated
by the requirement of preserving diffeomorphism invari-
ance [74]. This would remove from the present construc-
tion all ambiguities related to the scale identification. We
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Figure 1. The figures show the sequence of Newton’s couplings G(n)(r) (left top panel), f(n)(r)-functions (right top panel)
defined by the RG-improvement iteration (16), and its convergence properties (bottom panel). The red lines represents the
“step 0” of the sequence and correspond to a classical Schwarzschild black hole. The sequence of functions shown in the figure
has been obtained by using the initial condition k(1)(r) = ξ/r and the valuesm = MPl and ξ ∼ g∗ ∼ 1. In this particular setting,
the sequence (16) rapidly converges to the Newton’s coupling and f(r)-function associated with the Dymnikova solution (23)
(black lines). A different initial condition changes the convergence properties of the sequence, but does not affect the final
solution (23).
hope to address the aforementioned tasks in future works.
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